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Introduction
Red Dog Mobile Shelters, LLC (Red Dog) contracted Southwest Research Institute® (SwRI®) to
conduct a blast test on a Red Dog provided portable tornado shelter. The test consisted of
detonating a 500-pound ammonium nitrate with fuel oil (ANFO) charge in the vicinity of the
shelter and recording the response of the shelter to the resulting blast wave. The test was
conducted on August 15, 2013 at the SwRI Spofford Test, located on a private ranch west of San
Antonio. Dr. Oscar Scott, Mr. Danny Brawley, and Mr. Steven Carr were present for the test.
This report provides a description of the test that was conducted and a brief summary of the
results.
Test Article
The test article was a portable tornado shelter provided by Red Dog. The shelter was delivered
to the test site and unloaded in position for the test. The steel structure was reported to have a
weight of just under 40,000 pounds. As the shelter was being off-loaded from the transport
trailer, foam bars (nominally 4-inch by 6-inch cross section) were placed at the bottom edge
along the entire bottom perimeter.

Figure 1. Shelter on the Delivery Truck/Trailer.

Figure 2. Shelter Being Off-Loaded.
Note White Foam Under Right-Side of Shelter (the rest would be added soon).
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Figure 3. Shelter in Position, Ready to Test.
Charge
A single ammonium nitrate with fuel oil (ANFO) charge was used for this test. The ANFO was
placed in a 30-inch diameter cardboard tube. The height of the ANFO in the tube was 24-inches.
A 2-pound Composition C4 booster, in the shaped of a cylinder with a length-to-diameter ratio of
1, was placed at the center of the bottom of the charge. A second 2-pound C4 booster was
centered at the top of the ANFO. The two C4 boosters were simultaneously initiated using RP83 explosive bridge wire (EBW) detonators controlled by a Reynolds FS-10 firing unit. The
center of the ANFO charge was positioned 78-feet from the center of the face of the shelter.

C4 Booster at Bottom of Cylinder during
ANFO build-up.

Composition C4 Booster Charge
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C4 Booster at Top of Cylinder to complete
the ANFO build-up.

Final ANFO Charge

Figure 4. ANFO Charge as it is being Built.

Figure 5. ANFO Charge Position relative to Shelter.
Instrumentation
A side-on pressure gauge (PCB Model 137A23) was positioned on either side of the shelter to
record the blast pressure resulting from the ANFO charge (stands can be seen on either side of
the shelter in Figure 5). Each gauge was positioned 78-feet from the center of the charge (the
same distance as the face of the shelter). The gauges were mounted using steel pipe holders
which placed the sensors 37.5-inches from the ground. The gauge on the south side of the
shelter was 16-feet away from the shelter along its front edge and 4-feet in front of it. The gauge
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on the north side was 14-feet away from the shelter along its front edge and 4-feet in front of it.
A side-on pressure gauge (PCB Model 137A23) was also positioned on the same type of pipe
holder inside the shelter, centered in the shelter’s open area on the north-end.

Exterior Pressure Gauge

Interior Pressure Gauge

Figure 6. Pressure Gauge Stands.

ANFO CHARGE

78-foot radius

Pressure Gauges

TORNADO SHELTER

Figure 7. Layout of Test Area.
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Cameras
Two Phantom V7.3 high-speed video (HSV) cameras and two regular speed video cameras were
fielded to record the response of the shelter. One HSV was placed alongside of the shelter to
view its face. The second HSV camera was positioned to provide an oblique back-side view of
the shelter. The digital video files have been provided to Red Dog under separate cover.

Figure 8. Side HSV View (Note Shock Wave on Ground on Left of Shelter).

Figure 9. Oblique Rear-View HSV View (Note Shock Wave Approaching from Left Side).
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Results
The shelter was un-phased by the blast test. The exterior pressure gauges measured 10.4 psi
(north side) and 14.2 psi (south side), for an average side-on incident pressure reading of 12.2
psi. The gauge on the interior did not record meaningful data; it is felt that the gauge was rocked
too intensely by the blast and that the steel-on-steel interface between the gauge holder and the
floor of the chamber caused the problem.
Within a few seconds after the test, dust was seen pouring out of the top of the shelter’s two
central pipe sections, which are open to atmosphere above and below the shelter. Red Dog’s
president suggested to SwRI that these pipe sections were designed to interact with the blast
wave as it envelopes the shelter, essentially generating a vacuum beneath the floor of the shelter
which helps hold it in position during such an event. He said that the dust pouring out of these
two pipes demonstrates the functionality of this vacuum-generating design.
Pins which had been positioned at four locations along the front edge of the shelter revealed that
the shelter did not move at all during the test (see Fig. 10). The high-speed video shows the
positive phase of the blast wave enveloping the shelter followed by the negative phase from the
back-side of the shelter. During the entire event, the high-speed video clearly shows that the
shelter did not move.

Figure 10. Pins Showing No Shelter Movement.
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North-Side Exterior Pressure Gauge

South-Side Exterior Pressure Gauge

Figure 11. Pressure Gauge Plots.
Summary
Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) conducted a single blast test on a portable tornado shelter
provided by Red Dog Mobile Shelters, LLC. The blast consisted of the detonation of 500pounds of ANFO plus two 2-pound C4 boosters at a standoff of 78-feet and generated an average
incident pressure of 12.2 psi along the face of the shelter. No deformation, damage to, or
movement of the shelter occurred during this blast event.
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